Installationadvice.com

Solutions & Tools for problems that may arise

Primed Stair Riser

Technical Information — Sizes

5/8” Thick

Primed Stair Riser
Surface Material: White Primer
Core Material: Standard MDF

7-1/4”
95”
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Measure each riser individually as dimensions usually vary from step to
step. Measure the height of the steps in multiple locations to get the
narrowest dimension to cut the riser to. Number the risers so you can
keep track of each individual measurement as you measure each step.
Start with cutting the longest riser first, and make adjustments to the
squareness of the cut to obtain a good fit. You do not want more then a
1/16" of a gap. This gap will be later filled with caulking. Once your are
satisfied with the fit, you can cut it to width as described above.
Staring with the longest cut first will allow you to use the riser for a
shorter step later
on, in
Step
3 case you have cut the riser too short.
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proceeding.
both ends of the molding (A). Next, use a scraper blade
to spread the silicone across the surface (B). Then take
a cloth and wipe clean any silicone that gets on the top
side of the molding (C). This will serve as a water seal
Step 2
on each end.
Beginning at the bottom of the staircase, dry fit the stair riser using the
correct one in accordance with the numbered system Next, apply a little
construction adhesive to the back of the riser where it is attached to the
stair stringer. Nail the risers into place with 16 gauge 1-1/2" to 2" length
finishing or brad nails.

